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Cyber Criminals - Hackers on Rise

Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit
Free-lance Journalist, Writer &

Cartoonist
(dixitpatrakar@yahoo.in)

Don't we think our lives in
the digital age is alternate
between cyber dangers and
cyber security ?  Hacking is one
of the most dangerous
cybercrimes that has emerged
in the internet age. Recently
the All India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS), Delhi's
server was down for the sixth
day in a row as hackers have
hacked the official website of
the hospital and allegedly
demanded an estimated Rs 200
crore in  cryptocurrencies, The
AIIMS server has stored data
of several VIPs, including
former prime ministers,
ministers, bureaucrats and
judges. India's hacking
ecosystem has seen manifold
growth over the past few
years. And, today, there are
thousands of hackers that are
carrying out clandestine
operations but have escaped
the glare of cybersecurity
experts. Whenever the word
'Hacking' or 'Hacker' comes to
our mind, the picture or the
image which is created is that
of an intelligent being who is
criminal by nature, who attacks
other computer systems,
damages it, break codes and
passwords, send viruses etc.
Their mindset are as if the
'hackers' are the computer
criminals. They have a very
wrong notion in this regard
and have a completely negative

attitude and utter dislike for the
'Hackers'. Hackers' are very
intelligent people who use their
skill in a constructive and
positive manner. They help the
government to protect national
documents of strategic
importance, help organizations
to protect documents and
company secrets, and even
sometimes help justice to meet
its end by extracting out
electronic evidence. Rather,
these are people who help to
keep computer criminals on the
run. Hacking is a method of
identifying weak links or holes
in a computer network and
then gaining unauthorised
access to change the settings
of the targeted network or
computer system. Hacking is a
derogatory phrase that is
frequently associated with
criminal activity.

In a recent study, it was
revealed that out of 15 Indian
cities, Mumbai, New Delhi, and
Bengaluru have faced the
maximum number of cyber
attacks. India has faced a rise
of 7.9% in data breaches since
2017.

In 2018, India's state-run
health portal - which allows
users to book online
appointments at government
hospitals - left exposed a part
of its website.

This meant that the
personal details and health
information of nearly two
million users could have
leaked. When people hear
about hacking, they usually
think of it as something illegal.
However, that is not entirely
true because, like everything
else, hacking has pros and
cons. For example, through
ethical hacking, one can get the
authorization of some system,
but it is done to create a shield
against the odds. Hence,
ethical hackers are known as
the "white hats" as well. In any

organization, ethical hackers
are hired to keep the
organization safe from
malicious hackers. Top ethical
hackers in India are making
the most of this demand.

Indian-based healthcare
websites became a victim of
cyber attack recently in 2019.
As stated by US-based cyber
security firms, hackers broke
in and invaded a leading India-
based healthcare website. The
hacker stole 68 lakh records of
patients as well as doctors.

Security researchers had
been trying to pin down the
group of hackers operating
under the shadow of Belltrox
for years. The earliest
identified victim goes back to
2017. Before the Delhi-based
firm was identified, security
researchers even had code
words to describe what
seemed to be eerily similar
hacking attempts: Dark Basin
hackers, mercenary armada.

Cyber hacking has stolen
mill ions from people
worldwide, and not just
money. People´s personal
information has been leaked.
Hacking violates Article 21,
which deals with the right to
life and personal liberty, which
includes the right to live in
dignity, according to
constitutional norms.
Furthermore, hacking
infringes on an individual's
right to privacy, which is now
a basic right. What we need
is to educate employees on the
emerging cyber attacks with
security awareness training
and keep all software and
systems updated from time to
time with the latest security
patches. It is essential to
follow basic online rules to
ensure the safety of self and
the organization. (B-15
Jyoti-Kalash Society,
Jodhpur Tekra, Satellite,
Ahmedabad - 380 015)

JEE Main 2023: Over 1200 Physics
Wallah students outperform

Ahmedabad, PW
(PhysicsWallah), India's most
affordable and accessible
edtech platform, announced
that over 2900 of its students
scored 98 percentile and have
been declared eligible for the
JEE Advanced examination.
Mr. Alakh Pandey, Founder and
CEO, said, "It is great to see
students performing
remarkably in this exam.
These results are a testament
to students' outstanding
performance, dedication, and
hard work and also to the
effectiveness of the
personalized teaching
approach used by PW. The
student's success can be
attributed to the undivided
attention and commitment of
the teachers, who
continuously support and
guide the students in their
preparation. Those students

who couldn't make it this time
should not be disheartened
and keep working hard
towards their goal. They
should learn from their
mistakes and strengthen their
preparation for JEE Main 2nd
Session, and I am sure their
hard work will pay off." More
than 490 students scored 99.5
percentile, and over 15
students scored 99.9
percentile in this exam. Among
the top scorers from PW include
RamkrishnaGena (99.94
percentile), Aryan Rai (99.94
percentile), RaiShrijalAnjani
(99.92 percentile),
NishantJotriwal (99.91
percentile), AnubhavSaha
(99.89 percentile), Aryan Laroia
(99.88 percentile). These
students studied from PW's top
Lakshya and Prayas Online
batches for JEE Main and
Advanced. (19-10)

Elista launches premium quality
Ahmedabad, Elista, India's

leading manufacturer of
electronics, home appliances,
IT & mobile accessories,
today announced the launch of
new desert coolers. These
desert coolers will be
available across Gujrat,
Jharkhand, Bihar and
Maharashtra. The
regions are known for
their scorching heat,
and Elista has developed
these coolers to provide
much-needed respite to
the consumer at an
affordable price point.
The company has added
two desert coolers -
Desert Snow Monk and Aurora
Cool. Both these models have
one year warranty and have
a large water capacity of 90
litres. Both function at 1350
rpm with a heavy-duty motor
of 100 watts. The top frame
has been made with toughened

glass.  Pawan Kumar, CEO of
Elista, says, "Elista has been
witnessing robust growth in
the cooler segment. Gujarat,
Maharashtra, Bihar and
Jharkhand are important

markets for us, and
we are looking to
consolidate our
position in these key
markets.

Our dessert
coolers have been
designed keeping in
mind the weather
conditions and
c o n s u m e r
requirements of
these regions. These

large-capacity desert coolers
offer maximum cooling and
uniform airflow. We are
expanding our presence in key
markets and looking forward
to gaining a more significant
market share in tier 2 and 3
cities." (19-10)

Learn a new language to bolster
productivity, here are its 5 benefits

Ahmedabad, With a fast-
paced lifestyle, a common
challenge faced by most of us
is to keep up with our
productivity goals. Knowing
how productivity is a key to
success in both individual and
organizational contexts,
National Productivity day is
celebrated on the 12th of
February every year. With
time, energy and attention
identified as the key pillars of
productivity, National
Productivity Day serves as a
gentle reminder for all to focus
on improving efficiency,
effectiveness and output.

Given the modern-day

lifestyle, pursuing productivity
in spare time is one of the
most effective ways to not
only achieve personal goals
and aspirations but also
develop/strengthen cognitive
and social abilities. In the age
of smartphones, scrolling
through social media in spare
time might not help bolster
productivity but something like
learning a new language can
surely be a valuable
investment of time. With
applications like Duolingo
gamifying the language
learning process, learning a
new language has never been
this easy and fun. (20-4)

Meet husband-wife duo from Amazon's
Sortation Centre in Ahmedabad

Ahmedabad, Yogesh
Manubhai Khatri and
Sumanben Khatri have built
their careers working alongside
one another and supporting
each other through thick and
thin. They credit
their ability to
seamlessly work
together for their
personal and
professional growth
and success while
keeping a positive
outlook on life.
Yogesh and Suman
met each other in
2002 while working
in a textile company and
decided to get married after
five years of being together.
Suman left her job to focus on
managing the household while
Yogesh continued working.
However, their lives were
disrupted by the COVID-19
pandemic when Yogesh lost his
job. With the added pressure

of supporting their 14-year-old
son's education and household
expenses, the couple faced the
financial stress of mounting
loans. To turn things around,
Yogesh began searching for

new job
opportunities and
took on odd jobs as
a daily wage
laborer at
construction sites
but that was still not
enough to make
ends meet. In
August 2022, he
came across an
opportunity to join

Amazon Sortation Center as an
associate and encouraged
Suman to join as well. Thrilled
at the opportunity to work
alongside each other, Suman
was eager to help her
husband. In August 2022, they
both started working at
Amazon and finally found
financial stability. (22-2)

Relive the 90s with Zee Theatre's
'Yeh Shaadi Nahi Ho Sakti'

Ahmedabad, With a
promise to present ‘Har Din
Naya Drama’  to the
television audience, Zee
Theatre has announced ‘Yeh
Shaadi Nahi Ho Sakti', an
adapt ion of
W i l l i a m
Shakespeare's
f a m o u s
c o m e d y
'Taming of the
S h r e w ' .
Drenched in
90's nostalgia,
this visual feast
is directed by
c inema and
theatre veteran
A k a r s h
Khurana and
stars Prajakta
Koli in her teleplay debut
along with Shikha Talsania,
Chai tnya Sharma and
Adhaar Khurana.  The
central conflict of the plot is
that love birds Lakshman
(Chaitnya Sharma) and
Priya (Prajakta Koli) cannot
marry each other till the
latter's elder sister Pallavi
(Shikha Talsania)  gets
married. Lakshman then
devises a hilarious plan and

tries to get Pallavi hitched to
an eligible NRI groom (Adhaar
Khurana). What follows is
absolute mayhem, endless
fun, and impossible wedding
moments. Talking about the

r o l l i c k i n g
entertainer that
will be premiered
on 19th February
on Tata Play
Theatre, Director
Akarsh Khurana
says, “Some
stories are just
an absolute joy to
tell, and 'Yeh
Shaadi Nahi Ho
Sakti' was one
such project from
the very
beginning. The

cast and crew and I absolutely
loved blending the colourful
quirks of the 90s with the
comedic genius of
Shakespeare, both of which I
grew up loving. Writer Adhir
Bhat's script, Lisha Bajaj's
hilarious one-liners, and the
energy of the actors brought
the house down every time we
rehearsed. I have no doubt
that the audience will enjoy this
story immensely.”(19-10)
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Quarter ended Nine months 

ended

Quarter ended

31-12-2022 31-12-2022 31-12-2021

Un-Audited Un-Audited Un-Audited

1 Total income from operations (net) 2497.65 7226.32 1665.36 

2 Net Profit/(Loss) for the period (before Tax, 

Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items)

17.71 65.12 7.64 

3 Net Profit/(Loss) for the  period before Tax (after 

Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items)

17.71 65.12 7.64 

4 Net Profit/(Loss) for the  period after Tax (after 

Exceptional and/or Extraordinary items)

17.71 65.12 7.64 

5 Total Comprehensive Income for the Period 

(Comprising Profit/(Loss) for the period (after tax) 

and Other Comprehensive Income (after tax))

17.71 65.12 7.64 

6 Equity Share Capital 352.64 352.64 352.64 

7 Other Equity (As show in the Balance sheet) NA NA NA

8
Earnings Per Share 

(of ` 10/- each) (not annualised)

0.50 1.85 0.22 

Basic & Diluted 0.50 1.85 0.22 

Sr. No. Particulars

Note :
1. The above results have been reviewed by the audit committee of the Company and taken on record by the Board of

Directors of the Company in its meeting held on 11/02/2023 and same are also been reviewed by the statutory auditors of
the Company.

2. The above is an extract of the detailed format of Quarterly/Nine Months  Financial Results filed with the Stock Exchanges
under Regulation 33 of the SEBI (Listing and Other Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015. The full format of the
Quarterly/ Nine Months  Financial Results are available on the Stock Exchange websites(www.bseindia.com) and on the
Company website(www.hawaengltd.com)

From April 1, fitness test for 20 lakh
heavy commercial vehicles in Gujarat

AHMEDABAD: In a move
that aims to check pollution
and decongest the roads,
about 20 lakh heavy
commercial vehicles older
than 15 years will undergo a
mandatory automated fitness
test from April 1. If they fail to
clear the test twice, they will
be scrapped. The vehicle
scrappage policy was
announced in August 2021 by
PM Narendra Modi.

Besides, about 5,000 state
government vehicles that are
older than 15 years will directly
go to the scrapping units
without undergoing the test.
From June next year, all
commercial vehicles -
including heavy and medium
ones - will be required to take
the fitness test. If the state
sets up 100 testing stations by

then, the automated fitness
test may be extended to all the
vehicles that have completed
the 15-year registration cycle,
including two-wheelers, said
sources. By April 2024, there
will be around 40 lakh heavy

and medium commercial
vehicles plying on the state's
roads. Of the 2.50 crore
vehicles registered in the
state, according to the socio-
economic review for 2021-22,
1.1 crore vehicles are past
their 15-year life. Private
vehicles account for 43% of
the total registered vehicles in
Gujarat. According to the new
policy, heavy transport
vehicles will be certified after
they undergo the
computerized, automated test
and their report cards will be
uploaded on the parivahan
sewa website without any
human intervention.

Gujarat has only four
automated testing stations,
one each in Surat, Mehsana,
Bharuch and Amreli. Since the
states have a limited number
of testing stations, the Centre
has asked them to leave out
private vehicles from the
mandatory test for all
commercial vehicles, which
will begin in June 2024.
However, if Gujarat sets up at
least 100 such testing stations
by then, the state may also
extend the fitness test to all
vehicles including two-
wheelers," said a senior
officer of the transport
department.

According to the new
policy, heavy transport
vehicles will be certified after
they undergo the
computerized, automated test
and their report cards will be
uploaded on the parivahan
sewa website without any
human intervention. "If a
vehicle fails the test the first
time, it can undergo another
test after it has made the
necessary changes. However,
if it fails again, it will have to
be scrapped and its
registration will be cancelled,"
said the officer.

Day temperature
increases in Ahmedabad

AHMEDABAD: The
maximum temperature of
33.3°C on Sunday was 3.4
degrees higher than normal,
mentioned India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) data.

The minimum
temperature of 13.1°C on the
other hand was nearly normal
with 0.1 degrees lower than
normal temperature.

'No large change in
minimum temperatures

during next 4-5 days over the
region very likely,' mentioned
IMD forecast.

Across Gujarat, the
minimum temperature went
above 10°C, heralding the end
of winter in the state.

Across the state, the
maximum temperatures
remained above 31°C except
in Dwarka and Okha.

At 10.9°C, state capital
Gandhinagar registered the
lowest minimum temperature.

Bag snatched, man loses
Rs 9 lakh in Ahmedabad

A H M E D A B A D :
Sardarnagar police registered
a case after an unidentified
persons on a two-wheeler
snatched a bag from
Rajendrasinh Rana (55).

It contained cash, gold
and silver ornaments, and a
mobile phone all worth Rs 9.1
lakh. Rana, a resident of
Nobelnagar, stated in his

complaint that he was passing
by Sudama Park Society in the
area when one unidentified
person came near him and
snatched his bag that
contained the jewellery and Rs
40,000.

He stated that the
ornaments were worth Rs
8.70 lakh. Sardarnagar police
have registered a case.

EMI con: Trader sells second hand
phones, loses Rs 86,000 in Ahmedabad

AHMEDABAD: A 31-year-
o ld man f rom the Law
Garden area of the city, who
runs a shop of selling and
buy ing second-hand
cellphones, on Saturday
f i l ed  a  compla in t  w i th
Cybercrime police stating
that  an unknown man

cheated him by selling two
smartphones on which he
did not pay the EMI. After
the phones were sold to a
trader from Mumbai, it got
locked as the old owner had
defaulted in EMI payments,
said the FIR. Sagar Rathod,
a resident of Hariom Tower
near Swati restaurant near
Law Garden, said in his FIR
that he runs a shop of
se l l ing  and buy ing
cellphones from Janpath
Complex on Ashram Road.
In  February  2021,  an
unknown man came to
Rathod’s shop and said that
he had two smartphones
having values of Rs 43,300
and Rs 43,500 respectively.
Rathod said that he had paid
Rs 86,800 to that man who
claimed that he had bought
the two phones from an e-
commerce portal during an
offer. Rathod said in the
complaint that he had sold
the two phones to one of his
clients from Mumbai. After
around a month, that client
called up Rathod and told
him that the screens of both
the cel lphones had got
locked and screens have
been showing messages on
paying the money first.
When Rathod enquired into
the matter, he found that
the person who sold the
cellphones to him, did not
pay the EMI o f  those
smartphones due to which
they got locked. Many times,
sellers of smartphones lock
the phone screens using a
remote device controller
app in case of default in EMI
payments. Rathod filed a
complaint of breach of trust
and cheating under IPC
along with the Information
Technology act against an
unknown person. After the
phones were sold to a
trader from Mumbai, it got
locked as the old owner had
defaulted in EMI payments,
said the FIR. Sagar Rathod,
a resident of Hariom Tower
near Swati restaurant near
Law Garden, said in his FIR
that he runs a shop of
se l l ing  and buy ing
cellphones from Janpath
Complex on Ashram Road.

Date   : 11/02/2023
Place  :  SURAT

Arman Holdings Limited
Registered Office : 419, Rajhans Heights, Mini Bazar, Varachha Road, Surat- 395006.

Tel : 9586006569.    Email ID : armanholdingsltd@gmail.com.     Website : www.armanholdings.in
CIN : L65993GJ1982PLC082961

Extracts of Standalone Unaudited Financial Results for the Third Quarter and Nine Months Ended 31/12/2022
(Amt Rs. In Lakhs)

1 The above results is an extract of the detailed format of quarterly financial results filed with the Stock Exchange
under Regulation 33 of SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015. The full format of the quarterly financial results are available on
the stock exchange website, i.e., www.bseindia.com and company's website, i.e., www.armanholdings.in.
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